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You are Razr, a totally super-intelligent agent of the Equilibrium Clan. You were killed by the evil organization running drugs in the far future, who wanted to force you to become their servant. When you woke up, in the distant future, you were healed by the guardian and modified by them to be an
important part of their plan to help them win a world war against their enemies. However, many of their plans backfired on them, and they killed you. Now you must reclaim your destiny! The Equilibrium Clan will not rest until it has your body back. Even if it takes a few years of training, giving you full
power of a super intelligent agent, be careful, if you mess up, the whole universe will fall back into a multiversal crisis, and you will be sentenced to die in the most terrible, painful deaths imaginable. You will be a criminal, a traitor to your clan, a killer of your enemies. You will be a genius thief, an
assassin, a merciless killer, a hacker, a hacker for the Multiverse, one of the best leaders in the world, when it comes to protecting the Planet, you will be a marine, capable of any task in the world, but be careful. They will find out that you are a traitor. They will want to make you become one of them. In
order to win, you must fight a total war. When the campaign is over, you will be a champion, but you must be careful, if you mess up, the whole universe will fall back into a multiversal crisis, and you will be sentenced to die in the most terrible, painful deaths imaginable. You can escape their system and
find the 18 portals that connect with the multiverse, taking you out of the collapse, but you need to complete the mission. Be careful. If you mess up, you will be captured. If you mess up, you will be torn apart by pain, and you will never see your loved ones again. You will be stronger than any other
soldier. You will be stronger than any other military organization. You will be stronger than the love of your life. You will be stronger than the strength of all the villains. You will be stronger than the freedom of every citizen. You will be stronger than the beauty

Frontline: New Revolution Features Key:

Revolutionary new control scheme that requires minimal keypresses to turn on characters, lock on targets, and buy power ups
A new graphics engine, using pixel play, which makes the game highly responsive
New team system adds strategy and depth
All new arcade style mission modes
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* The game is being developed in Windows (Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10) * The game is published with the unity engine and will have super-realistic graphics * You will be able to modify the control of the character / weapons / maps * The Map Editor will be fully editable to be able to customize the maps using
only Unity. * Check out the game trailer here, * Game will be published for PC, Mac and Linux * A free trial version for Steam will be provided within one or two weeks after the game is launched for PC * We aim to start development for Xbox in March 2018 with the possibility of switching to other systems
* We aim to have a launch in Q1 2018 * We've got some projects with companies * We have a Facebook page: * Development progress in our site: Contact: * Info@wiselabs.in * * * * Have a bug report? * Please send us an email to d41b202975
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• Action-oriented gameplay with great mobility • Tactical shooting • Battle Royale • Multiplayer • Blockley • Survival • Safe Zone What we are doing: Right now, we're working on the game's first level: The Great Wall. The reason we chose to do this first level is because we do not want to scare players or
push them off, especially at the beginning. We want them to understand and enjoy what they are playing. So, the level is a small and simple one, with a good explanation, and we are implementing a mechanic so that when bombs explode, it is possible for them to destroy parts of the maps that contain
walls to force the player to go away and meet them at a different part of the map, thus marking it as a Safe Zone area. The initial stage of the game, once the player clears the training levels, will have the 1st level, The Great Wall. It should be approximately 40~50 minutes to complete. After the first
level has finished, we will go on to develop more levels. And after the last level, we will develop the Strategy! Working with: Hiury Francisco is the creative director and main protagonist of this project, Victor Henrique is the main designer of the project and the project's technical lead. We are also working
together with the friendly people from Brink and we hope to bring some of them over to help us. We would like to thank everyone for their support, because without them, we would not have achieved anything in this time. Their comments and help have been very important to the project's development.
Each member of the team has his own role and specialties in the team. The team Victor Henrique: Ideated and designed The Frontline Universe, the AI and the engine. He also worked on character design and script writing. Hiury Francisco: Main creative director, actor, writer, and designer of the game.
Daniel Ramos: Designed most of the environments. Pierre Vindicat: Game designer, specialized in level creation and game objects. Paulo Vidal: Specialized in game design, level creation, puzzles. Michel dos Santos: Game developer, specialized in game interface and optimization. Paulo Abreu: Game
designer, specialized in scripts and level design. João David: Game programmer, specialized in AI. Augusto de Paula: Game programmer, specialized in AI and multiplayer. Rafael Chassa: Programmer,

What's new in Frontline: New Revolution:

 Party Coverage Sam Kennerley explores the New Revolution Party’s critique of austerity – and how the UK Tory Party could be demolished. Last week, the New Revolution Party launched
its election manifesto. Previous attempts to break through the three-figure barrier failed and, at one point, the only available seat, in Lincoln, was cancelled when Angela Smith had to
spend weeks in hospital and lost her place on the ballot paper. But the New Republic is committed to the strategy of building from small beginnings until we’re strong enough to create a
viable alternative. Sign up to support the campaign We hit our target and, with a strong claim on the constituency of Mansfield, the party won 1,527 votes. This was a good result,
although not a great one. It is fair to conclude that our branding and media strategy was a failure, but whilst the Tories struggled in Mansfield, the Greens gained enough to take second
place. We managed to hold our Midlands regional candidate, Barbara Bannister, to a credible 848 votes. It is clear that there is a strong, progressive, anti-Tory vote in the region. But not
enough to win for the Greens a hold a seat in Mansfield itself. A decisive point here is that no other anti-Tory party is fighting hard enough to contest every constituency in the region. If
we received the extra focus needed to push our campaign forward, we could achieve more. The New Revolution Party has a proper understanding of municipal politics, how to organise and
campaign, as well as the finance and infrastructure to do it. The immediate impact of the New Revolution Party is to rejuvenate all over Westminster. All week, we’ve been fielding
individual calls demanding votes for this new party. So far, New Republic and the other parties that will form the new government have been barely tested as possible seats. After Election
Day, we will need to make active use of constituency activists to hold local Liberal Democrats and Greens to account for their support for austerity and corporate capitalism. To measure
how far we’ve come, we need to look back at our manifesto launch event. On the day, facing a huge pile of liberal conference delegates in the Hilton Hotel, we also handed out a leaflet
announcing to all members of Parliament and their voters that we would be contesting some of their seats in 2015. A leaflet that said, ‘Vote for the New Revolution Party!’ 
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